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Introduction
Crygasm brings you the most unique and emotionally charged sexual content that has ever been
produced. The passion in these high definition xxx videos of pornstars crying as they reach
mind-blowing orgasms explodes off the screen like nothing you have ever witnessed before. Pornstars
cumming so hard that their eyes water! We lick a lot of porn and there is *nothing* else out there quite
like Crygasm.

Adult Review
If you've already owned a bunch of porn DVDs, fucked plenty of women and joined a few adult websites... then you're
probably looking for something totally new and different by now. A new kind of kink that will make you tingle inside like the
first time you found a porno mag! Crygasm definitely has that kind of excitement going for it!
  
  Crygasm calls itself the place 'Where Pornstars Cum to Cry' and they mean it! The site has dozens of lovely ladies who
break through the emotional barrier between pleasure and pain as they reach the height of an orgasm before pushing further
and openly crying while showing you an honest side of themselves that you won't see anywhere else. Watching a woman
Crygasm is a spiritual experience as well as a very hot sexual one!
  
  Crygasm features a wide variety of women. Some are new pornstars, some are amateur teens and others are MILFs. Each
has their own special allure and unlike blowjobs or fucking... every woman cries in a totally different way. So seeing one
model crying doesn't really prepare you for what you'll see in the next Crygasm video.
  
  Jordan Kingsley, a blonde MILF with a nice set of tits is the best scene on the Crygasm site so far. She shows up wanting to
film a special video love letter for her boyfriend who is a US Marine serving in Iraq. The lust in her eyes and love in her heart
are obvious - but the way she weeps at the end of the video while forcing herself to Crygasm on camera is what will make the
tiny hairs on the back of your neck stand up! WOW you just have to see it. It's truly fucking bone-tingling!
  
  With one of a kind crying orgasm videos starring Rachel Roxxx, Daphne Rosen, Glauren Star, Crista Moore, Veronica Jett,
Natasha Nice, Tyla Wynn, Kenie Marie, Kylee Reese, Cameron Love, Allison Pierce and many other brand name beauties
together with some fresh faces new to your fantasy spankbank library... the quality of the criers is almost as dazzling as the
quality of the videos they star in on Crygasm.com
  
  Each scene is filmed in 1920x1080 HD video and can be watched on any HD television full screen with perfect clarity. The
movies are also available in smaller versions for faster downloads and Crygasm even lets you get these exclusive crying porn
videos in Iphone format as well! If you prefer not to save porn on your hard drive, that's fine... the site has high quality
widescreen Flash streaming versions available for you.
  
  Along with every scene you get 100s of super-high-def pictures as big as 2200x2200 that look great as print-outs or in
offline slideshows. The pics really capture every moment of each girl's emotions and in some ways they reveal an even
deeper dimension than the videos ever could. If you enjoy high quality pictorials that give you insight into what was going
through each girl's mind as she gave herself over to you... these are some exclusive porn pics you'll definitely want to
download.
  
  Each Crygasm is an exclusive video never seen anywhere else, and the Crygasm crew has arranged for you to also get sneak
peaks at some of the best porn sites on the web as well without paying anything extra! More than 50 Showcase videos are
provided (1 for each porn site) and give you access to a full scene of exclusive content so you can get a feel for what else is
out there. They are adding more on a regular basis and combined with the exclusive Crygasm videos it makes for one hell of
a porn collection. 
  
  Fans of original erotic stories and adult comics are in or a treat as well. Crygasm has its own comic book section and a
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collection of exclusive stories that come from the site itself... as well as some member submitted ones too. They even take
suggestions from members for upcoming stories and comic themes! High quality, well worth taking a look at... much like the
rest of the Crygasm experience.
  
  Recently the makers of Crygasm have started to expand the site even further with full access to the Emotion Porn Network
included with your subscription. Terrific sites like Hall Of Fame Porn and the new Candid Pornstar site bring you many more
hours of top quality adult entertainment.
  
  The Tongue reviews hundreds of adult websites and nothing else in the last couple years even comes close to Crygasm for
originality. This is a site that is obviously owned by someone who cares about the content and wants to make the best crying
porn videos possible. A true adult artist!

Porn Summary
With some of the highest quality adult videos in one of the most creative new niches to come along in a long while, Crygasm
is a strong candidate for best new porn site of the year. In fact, if you enjoy real women showing you their most intimate and
fragile emotions during an orgasm... this may be the best site ever made!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'The hottest whores in honest crying orgasm videos that give you a sense of intimacy unlike anwhere else!'
Quality: 98  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 95
Support: 100 Unique: 100    Taste: 98        Final: 95

Porn Sites Included
Emotion Porn Network (93) ,Hall Of Fame Porn (92) ,Candid Pornstar (87) ,Asian Emotion (86) ,Latina Emotion (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Crying Porn, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, HD, Orgasms, PornStars, Reality

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $28.50 Preview: 2 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 39
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